An Inspirational Charitable Opportunity
Bring the art of origami to your team and give the gift of clean water

About Paper for Water
In 2011, when sisters Katherine and Isabelle Adams were 5 and 8 years old, they
learned that millions of people do not have access to clean drinking water.
They also learned that many girls around the world cannot attend school due to
the necessity of hauling water. Katherine and Isabelle's original goal, to exchange
origami designs for donations in order to fund a water well in Ethiopia, led to the
founding of Paper for Water.
Paper for Water’s primary function is to fund clean water projects and raise
awareness about the world water crisis by empowering and engaging volunteers
through the art of origami. Paper for Water is powered by hundreds of volunteers
of all ages from businesses, schools, nonprofits, and churches.
To date, Paper for Water has raised over $2M, funded over 300 water and
sanitation projects and impacts the lives of more than 85,000 people in 20
countries everyday.
Learn more about Paper for Water here:
Texas Country Reporter Segment
Power of Children Awards
NexxGen Episode
CNN Segment

A One of Kind Experience
Are you looking for a charitable partner for your conference, a volunteer or give
back event, or just a special day?
Whether your event is virtual or in person, Paper for Water can provide a
customized experience. Examples include:
A meaningful origami volunteer experience
An inspirational interview or talk
An engaging pre-recorded workshop for companies with team members
joining from international time zones.
Your team will leave motivated and inspired to give back at a whole new level.
Paper for Water can educate your team on the global water crisis, engage them in
creative paper folding projects, and empower them with the knowledge that
anyone can make a difference.

Every donation will:
Save Lives - 840,000 people die yearly from unclean water and lack of sanitation
Improve Health - 50% of global hospital beds are occupied due to water related illness
Increase Education - 400 million school days lost yearly due to unclean water
End Hours Carrying Water - 200 million hours lost daily for women and children

$5,000 Donation
Team building exercises through origami folding
Presentation about the world water crisis and Paper for Water's mission
Community water project completion report
Social media cross promotion and brand recognition

$10,000 Donation
Additional benefits
50 thank-you ornaments
A year end thank-you video from Co-CEOs' Isabelle and Katherine Adams
Company recognition on a plaque or banner at the community well site

$20,000 Donation
Additional benefits
Option #1: 100 thank-you ornaments
Option #2: For Dallas Fort Worth area companies, the Paper for Water team will
decorate your corporate holiday tree or lobby window on a mutually agreed-upon
date.
Co-Founders Isabelle and Katherine Adams will be the presenters at your event

$40,000 Donation and Beyond
Additional benefits

200 customizable thank-you ornaments or personalized gift by Paper for Water

Frequently Asked Questions
Can my team participate virtually?
Yes! We have worked with teams located throughout the United States and
internationally. Paper for Water can host team building activities virtually and send the
origami materials to your team members. An additional cost is required for businesses
with team members working from home and requiring the origami materials to be sent
to multiple households.

What will happen to the origami folded by my team?
Your team members may keep the origami to decorate their office space or home. If
your team is looking for a volunteer opportunity, your origami pieces can be sent back
to Paper for Water to support our mission to bring clean water to communities in need.
Additionally your team's origami may be used as decoration at a DFW shelter, hospital,
nursing home or other similar location.

What origami designs will my team learn?
The origami designs taught will depend on the length of time allotted for the team
building event. In a typical one-hour team building event, Paper for Water can teach
your team how to fold and assemble a 3D origami star.

Does my team have to fold origami?
Origami folding is not required. Paper for Water can provide an inspirational interview,
or talk and share their mission and story with your team.

Does Paper for Water offer a discount for nonprofits?
Paper for Water is happy to discuss with nonprofits a lower sponsorship rate.

Contact Us
www.paperforwater.org
PO Box 720999 Dallas, TX 75372
info@paperforwater.org
(469) 892 8373

